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Local Politician Using the Elderly as Political Pawns
Posted by lasercow - 27 Mar 2015 15:56
_____________________________________

I see Ken McIntosh is blaming the reduction in funding to Age Concern Eastwood’s Dementia Project
entirely on the Scottish Government. When you add up the millions that Labour-led ERC is wasting, it's a
bit rich for Ken to use dementia suffers to attack the SNP weeks before the election. He must be worried
he'll be losing Dec.....or is it Ant...

Millions wasted with the Barrhead High planning cock-up, a million for the OLM tunnel, all the vanity
projects in Barrhead, millions on a new school for a handful of Jewish children. A well-run council would
be prioritising services like this, instead of spending all their income buying votes.
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Re: Local Politician Using the Elderly as Political Pawns
Posted by Andrew - 29 Mar 2015 08:33
_____________________________________

Aye, and the second and third flush telling everyone it's a new lavvy

But you're right, they even had photo ops at the sod cutting for the new Health Centre, even although
they've been working on it for a year. And I did see a few wet sods in some of the photo's. Even Kirsten's
getting the hang of this idea of a photo op at the opening of a packet of crisps.

You did forget one thing on Jim's leaflet where he says that foodbanks are a national disgrace. He
explained that there was only one foodbank in the whole of Scotland when he was in power and now
there's over 40.

I didn't think Jim would admit that it was his Govt that drove Scotland so close to the poverty line and it
was his govt that started foodbanks

But to carry on your positive attitude, foodbanks could be seen as being positive because it allows the
neds free food and then they can spend their giro's down the pub and that will help the licensed trade to
overcome the negative effects of the new drink drive limit

Good thinking Lasercow
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